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Company News

‘Black Desert’ going deeper into global with self-publishing in NA/EU
✓ ‘Crimson Desert’ on the cover page of ‘Game Star’, a German media
✓ A special live-streaming in celebration of ‘BDM’ 3rd anniversary with celebrities

Black Desert

Top 10 Best MMOs by ‘TECHSPOT’
✓ Praised as one of the most impressive MMOs
✓ Top 15 MMORPGs of 2021 by ‘MEIN-MMO’
[Online] Started self-publishing in NA/EU (24 Feb.)
- KR : PvP contents updates and tournament events
- Global : Holiday events (Valentine days and Lunar new year)

[Mobile] 3rd and 2nd anniversary in KR/JP
- All region : ‘Solaris’, a new class updates
- JP : 2nd anniversary events with various events

[Console] Provided a seamless backward compatibility
- Pre-events celebrating 1st anniversary of cross-play
- Improved user base with regular updates and live service

[Shadow Arena] Introduced ‘Trio Mode’
- Team-based contents updates
- Remake of existing heroes

EVE

Enhanced live service with massive updates
[EVE Online] The first quadrant updates, ‘Reign’
- Announcement of 1Q updates
- Set the new record with massive PvP involving 5,000+ users

[EVE Echoes] Chinese game license approval (9 Feb.)
- Regular updates and enhanced tutorials
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All statements do not guarantee future performance and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties, and other factors beyond our
control and difficult to predict. Also, the company has no obligations or responsibilities in updating the statements.
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News Link
01. 18

Top 10 Best MMORPGs of 2021 by 'TECHSPOT'

02. 02

Game industry knocks on global console market…“Technology and user accessibility are the Key"

02. 03

Forbes selects 'Black Desert' as Top 10 MMORPG for console games…Key to success is updates and compatibility
'Black Desert’ held a PvP tournament

02. 04

Not for nothing, Pearl Abyss got Forbes' attention…Doubled its value in just three months

02. 05

'CD' appeared in a cover page of German game media, 'GameStar'…Drawing the critical acclaim
'Shadow Arena', disclosed the character modification of 'Igrid' and 'Lahn’

02. 08

Great expectations on Pearl Abyss in 2021, with ‘CD’ global launch
"What is it like to be working at Pearl Abyss?"

02. 09

Pearl Abyss ran events to celebrate Lunar New Year holidays in 'BDM’

Having a feast during the Lunar New Year's holiday in 'Black Desert’
02. 10

Pearl Abyss remade 'Badal the Golden' in ‘Shadow Arena’

02. 16

'Crimson Desert’ AAA game…while continuing to expand 'Black Desert' IP
Pearl Abyss performed well without new title…77% of the revenue from overseas market
Pearl Abyss goes for 1:5 stock split
‘BDM’ starts pre-registration of new class 'Solaris’

02. 17

Pearl Abyss will grow with ‘Crimson Desert’ in 2021

02. 18

‘Crimson Desert’, a triple-A game to run its course
A huge potential in the future with ‘BD’ and ‘CD’ combined revenue
Top 5 game company’s collaboration products

02. 19

Pearl Abyss released new heroes in ‘Shadow Area’

02. 22

‘BDM’ massive updates for 3rd anniversary, including new hero 'Solaris’

02. 23

The reason why game developers moving to self-publishing

02. 24

Pearl Abyss started 'Black Desert’ self-publishing in NA/EU

02. 25

Pearl Abyss ran special live-streaming with celebrities
‘Shadow Arena’ introduced new features of 'Gorgath’

02. 26

A live streaming event celebrating BDM's 3rd anniversary

02. 05

‘EVE Online’ break the Guinness record

02. 10

'EVE Echoes’ got Chinese approval
CCP Games launched first quadrant of 2021

02. 22

Events

'Regin' update including fleet improvement

Morgan Stanley Virtual Asia Video Gaming Seminar (9 Mar.)
Merrill Lynch APAC TMT Conference (15~16 Mar.)
12th shareholders’ general meeting (30 Mar.)

IR Contact Point
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IR Contact Point (+82-31-476-0032 / IR@pearlabyss.com)
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